
Ribosome profiling (RIBO-seq) captures and subsequently sequences the +/-30bp RNA- fragments captured within ribo-

somes (the protein translation machinery). This technique differs from a regular RNA-seq setup, as a ‘snap-shot’ is pro-

vided of what is currently being translated in a cell, rather than what is expressed in a cell. In this context, it provides the 

opportunity to detect small open reading frames (sORFs) that are being translated and possibly could encode functional 

peptides or small proteins [A]. 

Additionally ribosome profiling allow the identification of translation initiation sites (TIS). RIBO-seq can be performed in 

presence of different antibiotics, which can either accumulate ribosomes at the TIS or stall ribosome at their current po-

sition [B].
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research in the micropep-

tide field

Even though no consensus has been reached, small open reading frames (sORFs) can be 

defined as open reading frames smaller than 100 amino acids.These “sORFs” are inherent to 

all genomes, but are historically ignored to have any coding potentia. A major contributor to 

this historical ignorance of functional sORFs is represented by the taken evolutionary trajec-

tory of different tools in the field of bioinformatics/genomics/proteomics that were designed to 

reduce noise, neglecting the identification of these sORFs as a side effect. However, “recent” 

scientific breakthroughs[1][2] have discovered coding potential in several sORFs with clinical 

significance, indicating their importance. In particular, the invention of ribosome profiling[3]
 

(RIBO-seq), a next generation sequencing technique, providing a genome-wide snapshot of 

the translation machinery has provided great contributions to the discovery of sORFs.

While RIBO-seq provides data on many putative translating sORFs, ribosomal activity does 

not always point to functionality of the peptides. Currently only a handful of sORFs are shown 

to produce functional micropeptides. To close the gap between sORFs and micropeptides 

several in silico tools have been designed measuring the coding potential of sORFs. For in-

stance, analyzing the ribosome protected fragments, cross-species conservation and phe-

notype associated variations can provide an indication of the coding potential. The most 

straightforward way to measure the coding potential of sORFs is by acquiring MS-based ev-
idence. In order to facilitate micropeptide research, a public platform (sorfs.org) has been 

created combining ribosome profiling data, metrics depending the coding potential of sORFs 

and proteomics evidence.
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[G] Variation analysis: Information embedded in phenotype related mutations, insertions and 
deletions provide an additional source for evidence in favor of the coding potential of sORFs.

[H] Automated PRIDE resprocessing[7][8][9]: The PRIDE[10] database is explored to find Mass 
spectrometry evidence for the translation of sORFs into functional micropeptides. 
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The micropeptide research field has grown significantly, but still remains in its infancy. In 

order to take micropeptide research to the next level a public platform has been created, 

combining genomics and proteomics in order to facilitate micropeptide discovery. 

Both RIBO-seq and micropeptide research shows an evident increase in interest, rep-

resented by the exponential increase in publications. As a result we expect to ellabo-
rate on the number of datasets represented as well as the number of species supported 

as more data becomes available. Additional metrics concerning the coding potential of 

sORFs are currently being development alongside visual tools in order to facilitate man-

ual inspection of sORFs. Undoubtedly more micropeptides will be discovered in the near 

function and we are confident that our public repository will contribute significantly.

Example micropeptide

[I] Myoregulin (MLN), a nov-

el tissue-specific micropep-

tide has been discovered 

in long noncoding RNA by 

Anderson et. al. 2015[11]. 

Myoregulin influences the 

skeletal muscle calcium han-

dling pathway in order to 

regulate muscle contraction.

[C] FLOSS[4]: The FLOSS algorithm distinguises true 

coding from non-coding sequences based on the 

RPF-length distribution.

[D] ORFscore[5]: The ORFscore calculates the preference of 

RPFs to accumulate in the first frame of coding sequences. 

[E] PhyloCSF[6] :Cross species conservation is a general adopted tech-

nique in order to acquire evidence for genomic important regions. 

[F] sORFs.org: A public repository for sORFs based on RIBO-seq. Providing a platform for scientist to inspect, query and retrieve information regarding sORFs.
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